Dear [Field: First Name] [Field: Last Name],

Are you involved in wireless-based communications/sensing or just intrigued by the incredible possibilities enabled by RF/microwaves/mm-Waves/THz? If so, catch the wave and join us! For the rest of 2018, you can become a member of the IEEE Microwave Theory & Techniques Society (MTT-S) (www.mtt.org) at a 50% discount rate of just $12 ($5 for students).

What you get as an MTT-S member:

- **Quality Information**: Free Electronic Access to all our publications, including the award-winning *IEEE Microwave Magazine* offering accessible articles in key relevant technology sectors (5G, space, wireless power transfer, driverless cars...). In addition, you have electronic access to the *MTT-S Conference Digital Library*.
- **Excellent Conferences**: Conference discounts including a substantial discount at the *International Microwave Symposium* (IMS) part of "Microwave Week" in Philadelphia in June this year. This is the world’s premier high frequency technology conference combining an excellent technical program with a superb industrial exhibition.
- **A Professional Social Network**: The MTT-S Chapter structure allows you meet with other professionals in your own geographic area and listen to excellent talks delivered by world-leading experts through our Distinguished Microwave Lecturer Program and Speakers Bureau Program. Chapters give great opportunities to broaden your experience and to build new networks and friendships.
- **And More**: MTT-S provides many other services to its members including a regular Newsletter as well as access to webinars through its Education Activities.

MTT-S is an active, diverse and welcoming group of professionals with a strong volunteer ethos. It addresses applications to industry and society in the exciting and dynamic field from MHz-to-THz. Membership of MTT-S immediately connects you with a global network of 11,000 members worldwide organized in over 200 Chapters. We particularly welcome members from early-career/young professionals and under-represented communities.

Why not give your career a boost this year: simply [sign in with your IEEE Account](https://www.ieee.org) to take advantage of this great discount offer.

If you have any questions please contact Kamran Ghorbani, MTT-S MGA Committee chair.

Regards,
Tom Brazil
President
IEEE Microwave Theory and Techniques Society

Learn more about [IEEE Microwave Theory and Techniques Society](https://www.mtt.org)
Connect with us on [Facebook](https://www.facebook.com) and [LinkedIn](https://www.linkedin.com)